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This short was created for the use of Royal Society of Edinburgh during a residency at the Scottish Documentary Institute funded by Creative Futures, a Creative Scotland programme of residencies. A longer documentary is in development.
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This conversation is missing your voice. Please join Vimeo or log in.

4 reasons why Mac is slow
Wondering why your Mac is getting slow over the time? Learn more now.
macpaw.com/Slow_Mac

KLM Pack&Go Super Deals
Find our Best Deals Online at KLM. Limited Availability - Book Now!
www.KLM.com/Pack&Go

You Could Be Owed £2400
Had A Capital 1 Credit Card? You Could Be Owed A Refund
CapitalOne.BankRefunds.net

2 LIKES
Olly Walker is m... 10 months ago
Ed Sludden 2 years ago

ALSO CHECK OUT
More stuff from Pulka

2 Videos

Did you know?
Steadicams and Glidecams can help you get smooth shots. Vimeo Video School will show you how.